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From the Chair

14 May 2018
Dr Paul Williams
Programme Director
Centre for Health and Disability Assessments, Maximus

Dear Dr Paul Williams,
As you are aware, the Committee has an ongoing interest in the ESA assessment
process. During our inquiry on PIP and ESA, we received thousands of responses
from claimants raising concerns about the assessment process for PIP and ESA.
Among these, were factual inaccuracies and a “copy and paste” feel to reports.1 In
previous correspondence you confirmed that Maximus CHDA assessors carry out an
average of five assessments per day.2
The Department attempted to reassure us that assessors are “encouraged to take as
much time as they need during an assessment to fully understand the impact of a
claimants’ condition on their everyday life”.3 In your evidence, you too told us there is
no time limits on assessments.4 However, the below letter, purported to be written by
Atos Independent Assessment Services, was recently bought to my attention.
I am concerned financial incentives to complete assessments quickly may
compromise the accuracy and quality of assessment reports—causing further
distress to claimants when their assessment outcome is inaccurate. I am writing to
each PIP and ESA assessment provider to see if this is common practice. Might you
please:
1. Confirm whether you offer, or have ever offered, financial incentives for assessors
to complete more assessments—for example to counter peak demands in
applications?
2. Outline the steps taken to ensure assessors do not feel rushed to complete
assessments.
Thank you for your help, and I look forward to hearing from you.
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